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Master Distributors, Inc./Maxi Tape has been supplying industries with their pressure sensitive tapes for over 30 years.

Master Distributors, Inc./Maxi Tape has joined forces with Specialty Tapes to help meet the growing demands of the Sign & Awards industry.

Master Distributors/Maxi Tape offers you the same superior high performance products, at the same competitive pricing.

It is our goal to meet our customers’ needs by supplying you with quality products, at competitive pricing as soon as you need them.

TO ORDER CALL: 1-800-258-3629
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SIGN TAPES

Tuff Tape III

The Sign Industry's #1 Banner Hem Tape

Ideal for making “instant” banner hems. This transparent, heavy duty, double-sided tape is resistant to water, moisture and temperature fluctuations. The acrylic adhesive is UV and plasticizer resistant with an excellent bond to most vinyl fabrics. This tape offers high adhesion to ensure a permanent bond to aluminum, wood, brass and plastics for signage or plaques.

36 Yard Length

Perm-A-Stik

One of the most popular tapes being used in the sign industry. If you’re working with smooth substrates, this 8 mil adhesive will offer you the highest quality at a very competitive price, for both indoor and outdoor bonding. Excellent bond to clear acrylics or glass. Resists moisture, solvents and UV light, for superior bond in extreme weather conditions. Has a temperature range from –10 degrees F to 392 degrees F. This clear, double-sided acrylic adhesive has excellent shear strength. A versatile tape for bonding of acrylics, window applications, rubber stamps, license plate frames and leather.

60 Yard Lengths
Sizes: 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 2”, 3”, 6” & 12”
Ultra High Bond Foams

**UHB Clear & Translucent** -
A superior, permanent bond for a variety of substrates, including glass, some plastics, sealed wood, metals & painted metals.

**UHB Gray Acrylic Foam** -
Designed to provide high bonding strength to a variety of materials; this product offers 140 oz. per inch of adhesion to polycarbonate. It is great for bonding trim caps to acrylic or polycarbonate letters, aluminum faces to light boxes, and use in many high stress bonding applications.

**Polyethylene Indoor/ Outdoor Foam** -
Excellent for permanently applying signs to irregular surfaces. A white, double-sided, acrylic adhesive foam with 70 oz. of adhesion to bond metals, wood or plastic.

Sizes: 1/16” thick 1/2”, 3/4” & 1” x 36 yards
      1/32” thick 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, & 12 x 72 yards

*White foam is available in custom slit widths for wide width sheeting needs. Also available in standard die cut disks with pull tabs and die cut rectangles.

**Polyurethane Outdoor Foam** -
A black foam tape that is resistant to weathering, oils, mild acids and alkalis, with excellent permanent bonding power for signs, nameplates or trim pieces. Wide temperature range from –40 degrees F to 200 degrees F. Bonds most substrates to irregular surfaces. This foam tape has a great success rate for bonding to treated vinyl wallpapers.*

Sizes: 1/16” thick 1/2”, & 1” x 200 feet
      1/32” thick 1/2”, & 1” x 200 feet
Adhesive Transfer Tape
High tack, unsupported acrylic adhesive. Can be used for mount- ing graphics to foam core, sheeting plastics before cutting, tempo- rary holding of hems for sailcloth, canvas or banner material be- fore sewing.

2mil—ATG 36 & 60 yard rolls, Non ATG 60 yard rolls
5mil—ATG 18 yards only, Non ATG 60 yard rolls

Silk Screen Block Out - Film -
Film block out tape provides good tack, moderate adhesion with clean removability from most surfaces. Chemical and moisture resistant, the clear film conforms well to irregular shaped surfaces. Ideal for use with solvent based inks.
Sizes: 1” & 2” x 36 yards.

Silk Screen Block Out - Paper
For use with water based inks, this smooth crepe paper masking tape provides good quick-stick properties and adheres to a variety of surfaces. The non-residuing tape offers short term, high tem- perature resistance (to 325 degrees F), with easy tape removal.
Sizes: 1” & 2” x 60 yards
**Magnetic Tape**
Flexible, adhesive backed magnetic tape cuts easily for creating removable signs, tags and advertising specialties.
Sizes: 1/16" thick 1/2" & 1" x 100 feet  
1/32" thick 1/2" & 1" x 100 feet

**Steel Tape**
Adhesive backed steel tape will create a steel surface for your magnetic backed signage, nameplate or advertising specialties. An excellent alternative for temporary holding.
Sizes: 1" x 100 feet

**Router Tape**
Double coated paper tape for holding pieces in place while routing. It can also be used for temporary signage mounting, and as a low cost engraving table tape. This rubber based adhesive is recommended for temporary holding only.
Sizes: 1/2", 3/4", 1" & 2" x 36 yards

**Hook & Loop Tape**
Adhesive backed nylon hook & loop is an excellent answer for temporarily holding displays, signs and table skirting. Each side sold separately. Black or White.
Sizes: 5/8", 3/4" & 1" x 25 yards
Custom widths and die cuts available
AWARDS TAPES

Tuff Tape III  Best Bond II
The strongest double-sided tapes in the awards industry; permanently bonds metal nameplates to painted and varnished surfaces. The acrylic, age-resistant adhesive offers the confidence and holding power every award shop is looking for. Excellent for wood plaques, awards and rubber stamps.
Custom widths available! *Do not polish your plaque boards before taping your plate. This may cause adhesive failure. Polish after you have affixed your plate.
Classic Plaque & Trophy Tapes

**Shurstik/ Stick’n Peel**
Excellent bond on plastic nameplates, plaques and trim. This hand tearable, double-sided tape is available in wide width rolls to be applied to engraved stock before shearing. Shears cleanly.
Sizes: 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 3”, 5”, 6”, & 12” x 55 yards

**Original Tuff Tape**
The most popular double-sided tape in the awards industry; this 9 mil tape is excellent where long term bonding is required. The permanent acrylic adhesive is resistant to plasticizers, perfect for rubber stamps and bonding to painted and varnished surfaces.
Sizes: 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 3” & 12” x 36 yds

**Economy Trophy Tape**
Excellent for temporary nameplate and sign applications. This hand tearable, double-sided paper tape is not recommended for permanent mounting.
Sizes: 1/2”, 3/4”, 1” & 2” x 36 yards.
Can be used as a low cost engraving table tape.
Die Cut Disks

Exclusive extended liner tab permits easy liner removal from these double-sided, acrylic adhesive disks. Excellent bonding to medallions, emblems, trim and ribbons. Foam disks fill gaps in coved or recessed medallions and emblems. If your piece has a flush surface; thin, transparent Tuff Tape III disks will eliminate the raised edge a white foam disk presents.

Sizes: Foam (1/32” thick) 3/4”, 1-1/4” & 1-3/4” x 1000 pieces
       Tuff Tape III 3/4”, 1-1/4” & 1-3/4” x 1000 pieces
       Tuff Tape III 5/8” x 500 pieces
**Engraving Table Tape**

Hold your engraving plates to the bed of your engraving table without shifting. This 3 mil double-sided tape offers a truer depth perception and multiple engravings without changing the tape. This is a transparent, linerless, high/low tack, non-residuing adhesive tape. It is recommended to be used with our D2 desk top dispenser. If used properly, you can engrave 50-60 plates before replacing the tape.

Sizes: 1/2", 3/4" & 1" x 72 yards

---

**The “Keeper”**

Keep every surface fully protected. Clear polyurethane bumpers permanently attach to wood, metal, acrylic, marble or plastic surfaces. Replaces felt, cork and foam products which are not stain or water resistant. Use on back of plaques, marble bases, acrylic awards, Corian and trophy bases.

Sizes: 450 pieces per pad, 12 pads per box. .335” diameter; 085” height

---

**Sublimation Heat Tape**

A 2 mil, very conformable, high temperature tape for holding transfers during the sublimation process. Removes cleanly without residue, will not color bleed onto your substrate.

Sizes: 3/8", 1/2" 3/4" & 1" x 72 yards
Holographic Metalized Foils - **DISCONTINUED**
Creating the illusion of movement, color change and richness can be achieved with these LASER SAFE foils. Plaques, acrylic, glass, corian and marble will come alive with change from every direction. These 2 mil foils are manufactured from a polyester material (NOT VINYL) with a permanent acrylic adhesive.

**Solid Colored Laser Foils**
Bring color and richness to your laser engraved pieces with these solid color 2 mil Mylar foils. These gleaming foils have permanent acrylic adhesive.
Sizes: 6” x 25 feet
Colors: Blue, Black, Red, Bright Green, Copper, Bright Silver, Brushed Gold and Bright Gold
**Laser Die Cut Tape**
This high temperature double-sided tape will allow you to sheet your substrates with adhesive, then do all your cutting with the laser. Each piece comes out of the laser fully coated with adhesive and ready to apply to your substrate. You will save time by not having to tape each piece after you have completed cutting all your pieces. (4 roll minimum order)
Size: 12” x 15 yards

**Lazer’s Edge**
The top selling film for combination lasering and sandblasting. Create your own stencil right on your piece in the laser, then go to your sandblaster. No other masking needed for blasting. Can also be used for paint fill applications, sharp clean lines without bleed through, as with paper masks.
Sizes: 6” x 25 yards
22” x 72 yards
(Choose up to 4 cuts)
Lazer’s Edge II
Looking for something more conformable for your lasering and sandblasting? If you’ve had problems with other masks wrapping around goblets, bottles or any circular object; Lazer’s Edge II offers the same ease in creating stencils as the Lazer’s Edge right on your piece. However, the thin 1 mil backing will offer you the conformability for circular pieces where other masks won’t.
Size: 2” x 72 yards & 22” x 72 yards
(choose up to 4 cuts)

Low Tack Paper Mask
This low tack paper mask protects foils from edge burn, discoloration & residue. Removes cleanly and can be used with or without foils. Saves cleanup of smoke and excess burn on all lasered products.
Sizes: 2”, 4”, 6” & 12” x 100 yards
MISCELLANEOUS TAPES

Carton Sealing Tape
Seal cartons and packages for shipping with an all purpose film tape. Moisture resistant, tan or clear tape fits #D800AB2 pistol grip dispenser.
Sizes: 2” x 55 or 110 yards

Filament Tape
Strap or bundle packages with this strong, glass reinforced filament tape.
Sizes: 3/4” & 1” x 60 yards

General Purpose Masking
Package, bind or hold articles in place with this high tack, general purpose paper masking tape.
Sizes: 12”, 3/4”, 1” & 2” x 60 yards

Transparent Film Tape
All purpose transparent tape for mending and packaging. Wider widths make an excellent moisture resistant label protection tape.
Sizes: 1/2”, 3/4” & 1” x 72 yards

White Artist Tape
Write, print or paint on this smooth, premium grade white paper masking tape. Permanent adhesive permits it to be used for edging foam core.
Sizes: 1/2”, 3/4” & 1” x 60 yards
DISPENSERS

**Auto-Manual Dispenser #D1**
Dispenses preset lengths of 1” to 4” of single or double sided tapes up to 1” wide.

**Carton Sealing Dispenser #D800AB2**
Pistol grip handle for fast dispensing. Holds 2” x 55 or 110 yard carton sealing tape.

**Desktop Dispenser #D2**
Weighted base, holds one roll up to 1” wide, with 3” core. Has inside adapter to fit 1” core tapes. Recommended for Engraving Table Tape.

**ATG Dispensers #D604 & #D370**
Lighter weight, high impact plastic gun is well balanced. A hinged, clear cover enables you to see when it is necessary to reload. The easy grip handle makes application fast.
Table Top Dispenser #D233
The ultimate multi-roll tape dispenser. Made of high quality steel. Designed to hold 1-3 rolls of 1” tape on 3” ID core.

Workroom Dispenser #D56
Heavy duty, weighted base dispenser holds one or more rolls up to 6” wide on a 3” ID core.

Electronic Dispenser #ST1000
Increase productivity and eliminate material waste with this electronic dispenser. Accepts tape widths from .28” to 2”. Cuts tape lengths from .79” to 39”. Attachment available for foam tape dispensing.

Electronic Dispenser Stand #ST1000Stand
This Stand will convert the electronic dispenser to a foam tape dispenser. It will dispense a 1/32” thick, 72 yard roll of foam tape.
All technical statements and all recommendations herein are based on tests we believe to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness thereof is not guaranteed, and the following is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for purpose: Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of product for its intended use. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable either in tort or in contract for any loss or damage direct, incidental, or consequential, arising out of the use or the inability to use the product.